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Zing Floor Prep
How to Restore a Floor Without Stripping

Use Zing Floor Prep @ 8 oz. per gallon cold water to restore your 
floor without stripping. 

Low Speed Side to Side Method

No. 980

Restore using low speed side to side machine equipped with 
standard black strip pads, medium grade hair pad or 
Blue Blend Burnish Pad by Americo. 
It’s a great idea to know how many coats of finish is on the floor
you’re going to restore. Follow Zing Floor Care Technique #6 “Razor Blade Test” to see how many coats you have. See many 
 Floor Care Techniques @ zingfloorcare.com



 

Before Prepping - This is an all-purpose room at a church. Surface is dirty and finish 
has heavy scratches.  Adding more floor finish will fill in the scratches and give the 
floor more protection and shine. (Shine above indicates finish is present)

Floor looks dead. We will bring it back to life without stripping!

Prepping - Standard Low Speed Side to Side Floor Machine equipped with 
Standard Black Strip Pad. We used 8 ounces Zing Floor Prep per gallon 
cold water to do the job.

If you want to use an automatic scrubber I would do so only for laying down 
chemical and for picking up dirty solution. Scrubber may not be effective 
enough for actual process. If you can add weights to your low speed machine   
I would do that so machine, pad and chemical get down deep.



 

Before Dust Mopping - Treat dust mop with Zing Dust Control. Dust 
Control should be used daily, Dust Control not only holds the dust and 
dirt to the mop it flocculates the dirt so that it sticks together. You will 
actually pick up more dust and dirt by using Zing Dust Control.

Dust Mop or Vacuum - to pick up loose dirt, dust and debris. Use a 
scraper to remove anything stuck to the floor.



 

Apply solution - Apply Zing Floor Prep to the floor keeping the floor wet.
You want to be able to let the solution sit 2-3 minutes before running the 
floor machine over it so you don’t want the solution to dry on the floor. 
Watch as the dirt starts going into the solution.

Run floor machine in both directions and remember to keep the floor 
wet. If the solution dries the dirt dries back into the finish. If that happens 
apply more solution to re-emulsify. 



 

Rinse the floor utilizing Zing Floor Prep diluted 1 oz. per gallon cold water.
You will notice the floor is clean and still has shine, Shine means we did not 
remove the finish that was already present on the floor.

Burnish the floor with a high speed burnisher equipped with Medium Grade 
Hair Pad or Blue Blend Burnish Pad by Americo. Burnishing helps tighten 
the finish that is on the floor making adding more coats smooth and easy.



 

Dust Mop before applying finish to remove any dust or dirt kicked up 
when burnishing.

Apply Finish using Floor Finish Dispensing Valve
that attaches to a gallon container.



 

Zing First Impression Coating
with Dispensing Valve.

Most people use Microfiber Flat Mops today, they are great at putting 
on nice smooth, even coats. 



 

Second Coat Zing First Impression Coating

First Coat - This photo shows the first coat of Zing First Impression Floor Coating.
Be sure each coat is dry before adding another coat. To be sure finish is dry 
follow Zing Floor Care Technique #1- “When is newly applied floor finish dry  
and ready for traffic or re-coating?” You can see this technique and many others  
@ zingfloorcare.com



 

Third Coat Zing First Impression Coating

Fourth Coat Zing First Impression Coating



Maintain floor with microfiber flat mop or automatic scrubber and   
Zing KLEEN-UP diluted 1 oz. per gallon cold water.

If you clean regularly with Zing KLEEN-UP your should not 
have to strip or even restore your floors!

Zing KLEEN-UP


